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ABSTRACT
Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) devices enable
speech-based communication. However, AAC devices do not support nonverbal communication, which allows people to take turns,
regulate conversation dynamics, and express intentions. Nonverbal
communication requires motion, which is often challenging for
AAC users to produce due to motor constraints. In this work, we
explore how socially assistive robots, framed as “sidekicks,” might
provide augmented communicators (ACs) with a nonverbal channel
of communication to support their conversational goals. We developed and conducted an accessible co-design workshop that involved
two ACs, their caregivers, and three motion experts. We identifed
goals for conversational support, co-designed prototypes depicting
possible sidekick forms, and enacted diferent sidekick motions
and behaviors to achieve speakers’ goals. We contribute guidelines
for designing sidekicks that support ACs according to three key
parameters: attention, precision, and timing. We show how these
parameters manifest in appearance and behavior and how they can
guide future designs for augmented nonverbal communication.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Speech generating devices, a type of augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) system that is often used by individuals
with speech and motor disabilities, produce synthetic speech from
a user’s selection of letters, words, or images on a tablet or computer [7]. Speaking using an AAC device usually takes longer due
to message composition delays, with rates ranging from 3-10 words
per minute [23, 27]. Even though AAC systems enable communication, verbal speaking partners (non-AAC speakers) often negatively
impact the interaction. For example, when they communicate with
an augmented communicator (AC) who uses an AAC device they
often do not allow enough time for communication, or lack familiarity with an AC’s communication style [21, 45, 46]. Partners may
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Figure 1: We explore the metaphor of an “assistive sidekick”
to design robots that assist augmented communicators by
playing a supporting role through nonverbal behavior.
also limit ACs’ opportunities to participate in conversation, for
instance by asking only yes/no questions, when ACs want to reply
to open-ended ones; by dominating the conversation; or by failing
to respond to ACs’ communication attempts [16, 22, 58].
Speaking speed is not the only reason for difculties in bridging
communication between augmented and non-augmented speakers.
Augmented communicators are commonly constrained in their
ability to use nonverbal behaviors. Nonverbal behaviors have been
shown to support conversations, for example by providing partners
with feedback, by securing speaking turns, or by accompanying
spoken language to aid in interpretation [20, 28, 37]. Verbal speakers
use many nonverbal behaviors that can be difcult for ACs with
motor disabilities to express. Augmented communicators often
do use a range of nonverbal behaviors (e.g., facial gestures, body
orientation) but these are hard to interpret by others [12, 46, 58].
In Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), social robots have used motion to support people in a variety of related communication contexts through nonverbal behavior. For example, researchers have
used social robot gaze to facilitate turn-taking [2, 41], and robot
body gestures to mediate interpersonal confict [24, 57]. In this
work, we leverage robots’ advantages of embodiment and motion
for nonverbal communication in the domain of AAC, to explore
how social robots could be designed to support ACs’ nonverbal
communication. We use the metaphor of “assistive sidekick” to
explore robot designs that support ACs, rather than function as
independent agents.
To investigate how social robots could be used in augmented
conversations, we conducted an accessible, multi-phase co-design
workshop, with the goal of designing nonverbal behaviors that are
rich and understandable enough to support augmented speakers’

conversational goals. Participants in the workshop included ACs
and their caregivers, also referred to as close conversation partners,
in order to set the co-design process around their experiences. It also
included puppeteers, who contributed their expertise in expressive
motion to explore new motion-based behaviors for assistive robots.
Our work makes three primary contributions to socially interactive robots for accessibility and HRI design research. First, we
ofer an example of a co-design workshop adapted to include the
participation of ACs with motor disabilities, who are often excluded
from design processes. Second, based on the workshop process and
outcomes, we contribute guidelines for designing social robots that
support ACs through expressive nonverbal behavior. We describe
these guidelines according to three key aspects: attention, precision,
and timing in conversation. Third, we identify a list of potential
conversational goals important to ACs that “assistive sidekicks”
could support, and a set of motions and behaviors to achieve them.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Our work builds on prior research on (1) augmenting AAC conversations, (2) nonverbal communication, (3) peripherally interactive
robots, and (4) accessibility in participatory design.

2.1

Augmenting AAC Conversations

Speech-generating AAC devices provide a way to communicate
and convey information, but there is still a high rate of reported
breakdowns and miscommunication in conversations between people with a speech disability and those without [21, 56, 58]. To
improve conversation dynamics for augmented communicators,
prior work has considered adding communication modalities to
AAC systems. Personal voices have been used to convey afect
and emotion [15, 44]. Other research eforts have used a mobile
companion app [16], partner-facing awareness displays, and physical LED clusters [54] to increase a partner’s awareness by making
an AC’s activity visible (e.g., listening, typing, or resting). Using
nonverbal symbols to support communication (e.g., LED clusters)
revealed that more abstract symbols, such as color change, may be
difcult to interpret. In contrast, other explored modes (e.g., voice,
screen) may fail to draw the needed attention. To address such
challenges, we consider motion as an alternative and underexplored
communication modality to support ACs. In addition, our work
prioritizes increasing awareness among unfamiliar partners who
do not know the AC or are new to AAC-based conversation by
leveraging socially-recognizable nonverbal behaviors.

2.2

Nonverbal and Embodied Communication

Embodied interaction refers to the way our perception of physical
and social phenomena develops in interplay with our space and surroundings [14, 19]. It leverages people’s ability to interpret nonverbal behavior to communicate a range of ideas and emotions through
motion [1, 52]. Gaze, body orientation, and pointing gestures are
all examples of nonverbal communication that can support directing attention to diferent speakers in a group conversation [28, 53]
and are especially powerful in face-to-face interactions. A shared
physical environment allows the use of specifc spatial cues such as
referencing an object or orienting the body or gaze towards a space
of interest to establish common ground and joint attention [4].

One of the prominent qualities that makes robots unique is their
embodiment in physical space. Robots can not only manipulate
objects in space, but also express complex interactions through
motion [1, 11, 29]. In our work we focus on exploring how robots’
nonverbal communication and embodied interaction can support
AC participation while maintaining their agency in conversation.

2.3

Peripheral Social Robots in Conversation

Prior work has explored the use of peripheral interactive objects
as communication supporters in a range of domains. One of the
defning features of peripheral interfaces is that they exist primarily in the background and are only called to the foreground when
necessary—they are not themselves interaction partners [25, 35].
In HRI, the notion of peripheral robots has also been explored. For
example, a peripheral robotic device that draws attention when the
conversation between a romantic couple becomes aggressive [24],
one that shapes conversational dynamics in groups [57] or accompanies text messaging [43]. Peripheral and embodied devices have
also been suggested as socially assistive robots. Minimally expressive anthropomorphic robots have been used to support autistic
children’s communication [47] and to facilitate interaction between
people with dementia and caregivers [40].
In addition, social robots have the quality of being able to take on
a specifc social role in a conversation, such as an over-hearer [30]
or a facilitator [36]. Prior work has suggested a metaphor of sidekicks as a way to think about social robots [34] that support a
“protagonist” by existing as a “secondary entity” and appearing
only when needed. We build on this framing to design peripheral
robot sidekicks that increase augmented communicators’ agency in
conversation through nonverbal behavior. We explore robot designs
that support the AC, rather than function as independent agents.

2.4

Accessible Participatory Design

Our workshop design draws from accessible participatory design
(PD). PD highlights the participation of diverse stakeholders, including non-designers who may directly infuence the design process and/or outcomes [13, 48, 49]. Previous work on accessible PD
has included co-designing robots with older adults with depression [32], interactive toys with children with autism spectrum disorder [17, 55], robot-based navigation with people with visual impairments [3], and tool exploration with people with aphasia [18, 31, 39].
However there are few examples of including augmented communicators who have motor disabilities in ideation and co-creation
of robots and other technologies [5]. In our work we developed a
co-design workshop [9] to place augmented communicators in the
center of the process of envisioning robotic sidekicks as a future
communication technology they might use.

3

METHOD

We conducted our research in two steps (Figure 2) to answer the
following research questions: (1) What are ACs’ nonverbal needs
in conversation?; (2) How, if at all, can a sidekick support ACs in
conversation? The frst step consisted of gathering information
about current ACs’ needs in conversation via an online survey distributed to a group of ACs. The answers collected in the online
survey served to identify interaction challenges a sidekick could

an AC is having trouble with their device. We used these fndings
to create an initial list of goals a sidekick could support (Table 1).
We framed the envisioned technology as “assistive sidekicks,”
physical expressive objects that play a supporting role to the AC,
ensuring an AC’s conversational agency without replacing them
or their knowledgeable partner. We then designed a workshop to
explore this envisioned technology.
Figure 2: Our two step process included formative work and
a three-phase co-design workshop. Participants included
augmented communicators (ACs), their close conversational
partners, and professional puppeteers.

help with. The second step of our process consisted of an in-person
co-design workshop split into three phases: Telling, Making, and
Enacting [9]. Telling activities focused on scafolding the sharing
of stories of current lived experiences, refecting on what mattered
to ACs in communication, and identifying potential challenges to
address. Making consisted of externalizing ideas and embodying
solutions in the form of physical artifacts to defne possible sidekick forms and aesthetics. Lastly, puppeteers enacted and explored
sidekick motions through behavior improvisations.

3.1

Step 1: Online Survey

Four augmented communicators (aged 33 to 54) with motor disabilities responded to our survey. Respondents use switches, eye
gaze, touch screens, and keyboards to access their AAC devices, and
all have more than 5 years of experience using AAC. The survey
included a combination of Likert scale and open-ended questions
asking participants to rate how often they experienced specifc
situations in conversation and to describe them further.
Three of four participants indicated that they participate in conversations less than they desire to. Participants expressed not being
able to communicate fast enough to keep up with topic transitions,
a fnding that confrms prior work [45, 58]. Participants reported
feeling pressure to respond quickly in an ongoing conversation and
often asking their caregivers to explain things on their behalf.
Participants also shared that people who are close to them occasionally help facilitate their communication by telling others to be
patient, to let them participate, and to address them directly (“They
tell [people] to talk to me”, “[I like that] my partner looks [at] other
people to make sure they are communicating with me”), “It’s nice
to have someone who knows I am typing and will tell everyone.”
Sometimes close conversation partners use hand gestures to make
another person wait until the AC fnishes their thought (“They look
at me the whole time with their pointer fnger extended out, as if
she is saying [to the other person], ‘Hold On’.)”
Based on the online survey and along with prior work [58],
we identifed that it would be worthwhile to explore whether an
embodied technology could play a supportive role similar to a
knowledgeable conversation partner and communicate that (1) an
AC would like to participate, (2) that they should be addressed
directly, or (3) that they are composing a message.
We consulted with a speech-language pathologist (SLP) who confrmed the identifed challenges as known problems, and suggested
other critical tasks partners help with, such as telling others that

3.2

Step 2: Co-design Workshop

We designed an accessible workshop that included three phases:
(1) telling to uncover important design goals and parameters, (2)
making to build potential sidekick forms, and (3) enacting to design
sidekick motions and behaviors. The workshop was 6 hours long.
While co-design workshops provide benefts for aggregating
perspectives and expertise in design [49], some design activities
can be inaccessible to ACs who have speech and motor disabilities.
Co-design activities can heavily rely on the ability of participants
to verbally express their ideas in a timely manner and to physically
produce sketches or prototypes. We therefore designed a co-design
workshop with accessibility in mind, to ensure that ACs’ ideas
would be included in the process. Our goal was to accommodate
the range of speaking rates, styles and preferences of our participants. First, we established everyone as a collaborator and used
making as a form of ideation [31]. Next, we developed a series of
Access Commitments, following prior work and in collaboration
with an SLP [6, 10, 31]. Our Access Commitments included: (1) minimizing participant fatigue by planning three breaks between each
phase and allowing asynchronous discussion after the workshop,
(2) sending question prompts in advance, (3) establishing preferred
modes of communication, (4) allowing enough time for everyone
to communicate during the workshop, and (5) making visuals and
materials easy to reference and within reach for ACs.

Workshop Participants. Workshop participants (for whom we
use pseudonyms) included two augmented communicators (ACs),
their close conversation partners, and professional puppeteers.
Tammy and Matt are both AAC device and wheelchair users (aged
38 and 23 respectively). Tammy participated in the workshop with
her dad, and Matt participated with his mother and his aide. Both
have cerebral palsy (CP) and more than 18 years of experience using
AAC devices. Tammy uses a joystick to point to words on her device
and pauses over her target to select. Matt’s device constantly scans
through all options on the display (e.g., word, letter, shortcut) until
he presses his head switch to select a desired option. Matt needs
more time to use his device than Tammy. Matt and Tammy also
use some nonverbal behaviors to communicate. Tammy uses her
hands to make pointing gestures and signs she and her family have
agreed on. Matt uses arm restraints because of his CP, but makes
use of facial expressions and eye blinks to support communication.
We additionally invited three artists with prior experience in
puppetry, art and puppet design. Puppeteers understand nuances
of movement and use motion to elicit specifc interactions and
responses. Puppeteers have previously been involved as movement
experts in the design and research of nonverbal robots [35, 52].

Telling: Uncovering Challenges & Goals. The frst phase of
the workshop aimed to discover ACs’ needs and challenges in conversation that would beneft from nonverbal support. We carried out
brainstorming and story sharing activities to uncover opportunities
and tensions related to communication, and to hear prior successful
and/or challenging communication experiences. These served as a
frst step toward identifying potential goals for a sidekick.
In the frst activity (brainstorming), we asked participants to
write their answers to the question: “What does communicating
mean to me?” and to choose a metaphor they related to communication. We used a selection of "Metaphor Cards" [33] and asked
participants to choose one to share with the group. Metaphors can
allow participants to think about abstract concepts in new ways,
and to create novel discussions on a topic [33]. Metaphor Cards
were numbered to allow ACs to easily reference them without pointing. This activity aimed to uncover some of the current tensions,
hopes, and challenges in ACs’ communication.
The second activity (story sharing) aimed to explore and discuss
AC needs with the group. We asked ACs to share stories about
their face-to-face conversations which highlighted challenging,
successful or humorous moments. This raised discussions about
potential conversational goals a sidekick could assist with (Table 1).
Making: Aesthetics & Use Cases. Drawing from the stories
shared, participants prototyped assistive sidekicks on two AC-led
teams. The goal was to explore how a sidekick might address the
needs and values identifed during the telling phase, and to thinkthrough-making by rapidly prototyping ideas in a group [42]. We
asked participants to select one challenge that resonated with them
from the discussions, and to use craft materials to create an assistive
sidekick that might alleviate the identifed challenge. We provided
materials to create basic structures, and decorative material such
as fabric, feathers, and googly eyes. We divided participants into
two teams, each led by an AC and including their caregiver and
one or two puppeteer(s). After prototyping, teams demonstrated
their sidekicks, described the challenge it would alleviate and the
behaviors it could leverage to do so.
Enacting: Developing Motions & Behaviors. The third part
of the workshop aimed to design sidekick motions and behaviors
that could meet specifc goals. Puppeteers enacted situations and
behaviors using improvisation as a form of bodystorming [50]
to explore how previously identifed AC needs would play out
through motion and behavior. Similar improvisation with domain
experts has been previously used in HRI research to explore motion
for robotic prototypes [51, 52, 59]. We guided puppeteers through
a behavior improvisation session that built upon what they had
learned from ACs and their partners to generate concrete behaviors
for supportive nonverbal sidekicks.
To minimize AC participants’ fatigue we decided not to include
ACs in this last phase of the workshop. Only puppeteers participated
in enacting specifc sidekick motions. Researchers sent videos of
the generated behaviors to ACs for their feedback post-workshop.
The researchers selected four identifed conversational goals for
the puppeteers to explore, based on their prominence in discussion
and their diversity. The selected goals are bolded in Table 1. One goal
at a time, we instructed puppeteers to generate as many behaviors
as they could to achieve it. For example, puppeteers were instructed

to show many ways in which a sidekick might communicate to
the conversation partner that the AC would like to add something
to the conversation. After exploring possible appropriate motion
gestures for each goal, we held a brief discussion with puppeteers
to talk about what worked, what did not, and what they noticed in
the process of improvising motion to support nonverbal supportive
goals for sidekicks.
Data Collection and Analysis. All research procedures were
approved by our university’s institutional review board. All AC
participants were recruited via AAC interest group email lists. Puppeteers were recruited through art school referrals. Workshop participants were compensated with 20 USD per hour. Survey participants were compensated with a 30 USD gift card.
We captured video, audio and photographs during the workshop.
Three paper authors additionally took observational notes including
participant quotes and paraphrasing of events with timestamps. We
used Afnity Diagramming to perform thematic analysis [38] on
the notes post-workshop. To analyze the behavior improvisations,
we focused on identifying emergent themes from the puppeteergenerated motion, also using thematic coding. To evaluate how
accessible our workshop was, we examined ACs’ participation by
evaluating the turns they took as measured in prior work [58].
We also directly asked ACs about their workshop experience and
inquired suggestions for improvement.

4

WORKSHOP FINDINGS

The workshop resulted in several fndings: (1) Design parameters to
guide the design of nonverbal communication sidekicks: attention,
precision, and timing in communication; (2) a refned set of AC
conversational goals that a sidekick might support (Table 1); (3)
a set of physical prototypes to represent potential sidekick forms
(Figure 3); and (4) a set of motions and behaviors that the sidekick
could use (Table 2). These four fndings tackle four layers of this
design space, one building on top of the other. Together, they form
a coherent picture of how one might design robotic sidekicks to
support ACs’ nonverbal behavior.

4.1

Attention, Precision, Timing: Parameters
for Nonverbal Communication

We begin by defning the design parameters that manifested throughout our workshop. These parameters do not encapsulate all challenges ACs face, but can serve as design guidelines to be explicitly
considered when designing sidekicks for AAC.
The attention parameter is concerned with ACs’ need to be able to
draw attention to themselves, to divert attention towards something
other than themselves, and to maintain their partner’s attention
during an interaction. Our ACs reported struggling with calling attention to themselves or fully participating in conversation because
of motor and speech impairments. They reported that it is difcult
to produce a loud sound, raise a hand to participate, or point to
something—an attention challenge that echos prior work [56]. Codesigners expressed excitement about the sidekick’s potential to
use motion to call for attention during communication. Participants
shared how they could use the sidekick to signal for attention in
crowded and loud places by waiving at others or giving others a
funny look. Caregivers and ACs discussed that being able to divert

attention towards something other than the AC was also important.
One of the caregivers commented: “[when there is a long silence]
the person over here is like, can I come over to the other side and
look?” Her comment sparked a discussion on a potential use of a
sidekick’s nonverbal behavior to divert a conversation partners’
attention to ACs’ screens. However, ACs also expressed hesitation
about drawing too much attention, noting that sidekicks should
balance bringing attention to the ACs while at the same time not
being “too distracting.”
The precision parameter describes two conversational functions:
(1) the need to add nuance to a spoken message to more precisely
match an AC’s intention and (2) the need to add clarity to the
AC’s existing nonverbal communication. Participants suggested
that a sidekick could help convey the AC’s tone and mood when
needed, like acting in a playful way to convey lightheartedness.
Co-designers also discussed how ACs’ nonverbal communication
can be faster than speaking with the AAC device, but also more
ambiguous. Tammy explained: “One day my mom taught me to point
to my throat when I was thirsty. I was thirsty so I tried my new sign on
dad and he got a funny look on his face. He rubbed [ointment] all over
my neck, it was a while before I got a drink.” Thus, sidekick nonverbal
communication should be precise, as an ambiguous message can
come at a great cost and be difcult to repair.
The timing parameter describes the level at which communication can be conveyed in the exact moment that is needed. Being able
to say things in time is a challenge for ACs, given that operating an
AAC device is slower than producing verbal speech. ACs expressed
a need to be able to control timing, such as when to take a turn
during a conversation, or when to ask for additional time. Matt’s
mother reported: “Matt has so much stuf pre-programmed in there
[AAC device], but the problem is that he can’t get to it very quickly
so it doesn’t work even though it is already there. . . he can’t get there
fast enough”. To address Matt’s communication timing issue, Matt’s
family created a light that is placed on his wheelchair, close to his
head. Matt turns the light on with a head switch when he is ready to
speak, for example, in his college classes. Matt’s light is one example
that allows him more control over the timing of his communication
by non-verbally alerting other speakers. In addition, the timing of
when a sidekick displays a nonverbal behavior, either before the
AC speaks or during their turn as to accompany their message, was
further explored during puppeteer improvisations.
In the next section we describe how these three design parameters were manifested in each stage of the sidekick co-design process.

4.2

Conversational Goals for Sidekicks

The frst two workshop phases (Telling and Making) allowed us
to construct and refne a list of possible conversational goals for a
robotic sidekick (Table 1). These goals address conversational and
social challenges experienced by ACs and partners when having a
conversation involving AAC.
Stories shared by close conversation partners elaborated on ACs’
communication challenges. For example, Matt’s mom explained
how even though she is familiar with AAC devices, some words still
sound harsh: “I was with an AAC user and we were having a talk. We
were doing something, and she said “I have got to go now. Goodbye.”
I found myself feeling hurt when she said it. There is an aspect of

Table 1: Goals along with their corresponding numbers and
the stage at which they were introduced: original goal from
formative work (O), goal mentioned during the telling phase
(T), goal mentioned in making (M). Goals 1, 5, 8, and 10 were
selected to be further explored in the enacting phase.

#

Stage

Goal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

O
O
O
O
T
T
T
M
T
T
T/M
M
M

Show others the AC wants to participate
Encourage addressing the AC directly
Show others there is an AAC device problem
Show others the AC needs more time
Fill the silence gap while the AC types
Show others the AC is ready to communicate
Tell others to remember what they’re talking about
Soften an AAC device message
Show others that the AC is typing
Invite others to look at the AC’s screen
Show others the AC disagrees
Add humor to an AAC device message
Convey emotion quickly

the computer that made it abrupt.” This experience is related to the
parameter of precision. The verbal communication from the AAC
imprecisely conveyed the AC’s feelings, so Matt’s mom did not
know if the AC meant to say goodbye in a warm or cold way. An
accompanying nonverbal signal might have added precision to the
verbal utterance by augmenting it expressively.
Tammy’s father described another challenge: the difculty of
remembering a conversational topic due to the time it takes ACs to
craft a message. He explained that Tammy’s subtle head movement
is a useful cue to know when to remember the topic of conversation:
“I tell others to watch when Tammy looks down, that means she is
typing, and we need to remember this is what we are currently talking
about.” Tammy’s natural movement of lowering her head serves
as a timely marker. Nonetheless, it requires an attentive partner
who is familiar with Tammy’s nonverbal behavior to be able to
recognize this gesture.
These examples, along with other stories told by ACs and their
caregivers highlighted many opportunities for nonverbal behaviors
to support ACs’ communication and agency (Table 1). We used the
identifed needs list as a “design space guide” for the next exploration stage of our work. Furthermore, we hope some of the needs
identifed here will guide future work on the design of nonverbal
robotic sidekicks for AAC.

4.3

Sidekick Aesthetics & Use Cases

The prototyping session during the workshop’s Making phase
turned the focus to an assistive sidekick’s appearance and function,
while setting aside concerns of technical feasibility. In this activity,
form followed function as the teams frst decided on a need from
the identifed needs list before building it from craft materials. The
prototype designed by Tammy’s team (Figure 3, left) had anthropomorphic features such as eyes, eye brows, and hair, while Matt’s
(Figure 3, right) resembled more of a “protest sign” object with a
message that would move and appear as needed.

4.4

Figure 3: Prototypes by Tammy’s (left) and Matt’s teams
(right). Tammy’s prototype featured a large set of eyes, customized to express sentiment. Matt’s prototype read “one
moment please” to communicate a desire to contribute.

Adding Emotion Through Facial Gestures. Tammy’s team
decided to address the need to convey emotions quickly in times
when it is difcult to use an AAC device, like in noisy and crowded
places. This design goal touched primarily on the attention and
precision parameters. The sidekick was intended to capture and
express Tammy’s sense of humor in communication (add precision
to her messages) and to be visible from diferent angles (to grab attention). The team prototyped an expressive face, considering gaze
and eyebrows as legible ways to quickly convey emotion. Tammy’s
dad mentioned how the eyes could be shortcuts for expressions
(e.g., rolling eyes or “bored” droopy eyes). Tammy playfully said
she wanted to use her sidekick to express “you are pissing me of”.
Tammy’s team spent time customizing the prototype’s form to
represent Tammy, for example matching its eye color to Tammy’s
eyes.
Signaling Disagreement Through Object Appearance. Matt
was primarily interested in having a way to express that he disagreed and needed a moment to share his point of view. To accomplish this goal, Matt’s team designed an object that resembled a
protest sign, carefully designed to show respectful disagreement.
Matt’s goal touched upon all three of the design parameters. In his
optimal scenario, the sidekick would convey that Matt disagrees
in a precise way that does not seem disrespectful. It would draw
attention to let others know he wants to contribute. Finally, it would
use the right timing and give Matt time to prepare a response. In
order to convey respectful disagreement, the team used a magentaglitter background and furry fabric, which served as a lighthearted
visual signal that aims to soften the message. The use of a diferent
language (“Un momento por favor” in Spanish) also increases playfulness. To achieve drawing attention towards Matt, the team used
bold colors, and a shape of a pointing fnger with its nail painted
black. If necessary, the prototype could rest close to Matt’s face,
pointing directly at him for additional attention and lowering itself
to a hidden position when not in use.

Sidekick Behaviors and Motions

In the fnal workshop activity (Enacting), puppeteers improvised
diferent behaviors to meet four conversational goals identifed
in prior activities (Table 1), with the newly generated prototypes.
The selected goals were: (1) flling the silence gap while an AC
types and others wait, (2) showing the AC’s intent to participate,
(3) softening a message spoken by the AC, and (4) inviting others
to look at the AC’s screen. We explored these few goals in-depth as
an initial examination of this complex design space, prioritizing a
deeper exploration of possible behaviors per goal. In future work
we would like to examine additional needs and goals. Puppeteers
improvised using the prototypes created by Tammy and Matt, but
sometimes also used their own bodies or other props. In this section
we describe each explored goal, the motions used to achieve it, and
the motion patterns that emerged.
The puppeteer improvisations shared a common structure, composed of two “stages” presented in sequence. First, they performed
a motion to call for attention. Such motions included making the
sidekick take up more space by moving upwards or outwards, spinning or moving quickly, or appearing from a hidden place. After
attention was captured, puppeteers tried to convey the main message or purpose of the gesture by either mirroring an action that
the AC would be doing (e.g., mimicking typing on a keyboard) or
by demonstrating something that they would like the conversation
partner to do (e.g., look at the AAC device screen to invite the
partner to do the same).
The motions improvised by puppeteers also refected our identifed design parameters. First, attention was a key function for
motion that preceded conveying a message. The sidekick’s movement and physical presence supported drawing attention to the AC.
The second part of the behavior, either mirroring the AC or suggesting what the conversation partner should do, served to clarify the
message and make it more precise. These behaviors also considered
the right timing by presenting themselves either in response to
an AC’s action (e.g., while the AC typed) or in parallel, as the AC
spoke their message. Puppeteers generated 10 diferent behaviors
for each goal, a total of 40 diferent behaviors. We include three
example behaviors for each goal in Table 2.
In order to fll the silence gap that occurs when an AC types
and a partner needs to wait for a response, puppeteers made sidekicks move rhythmically in circles (like a “loading” icon) and mimicked typing on a keyboard to show progress. Other explored behaviors aimed to fll the silence through entertainment, such as having
the sidekick give the partner a back massage or dance and sing.
The precision parameter was prioritized for this goal—puppeteers
agreed that more familiar gestures like typing or "loading" were
easier to understand.
To show that the AC wants to participate the puppeteers
had to frst fnd an efective way of interrupting an ongoing group
conversation (played by other puppeteers). Timing was revealed
as the most complex for this goal—it was difcult for puppeteers
to identify a good time to interrupt a busy group. Some motions
that explored ways to call a group’s attention included moving the
sidekick upwards so that everyone could see it, making the sidekick
appear in a sudden manner, or moving outwards to a central focal
point of the group. Once the prototype caught the group’s attention,

Table 2: Puppeteers generated 10 behaviors for each selected
goal using sidekick prototypes of their choice. We highlight
three example behaviors per goal.
Goal

Behavior Title

Behavior Description

Fill silence gap

Tapper
Dancer
Boomerang

Taps fngers to show typing
Dances and sings
Moves cyclically out from the
AC and back to original position

Let AC participate

Up Up Up

Moves up for attention, then
opens mouth when partners
look at the AC
Springs up sign from fat to upright
Moves forward for attention, gazes
at partners who are still speaking

Attention Sign
Outward Reach
Soften a message

Gentle "No"
It’s Time
Bye-bye Wave

Invite partner to
look at screen

Imitate Me
Inviting Arm
Swirly Look

Spins to soften “no”
Looks at watch patiently to
soften “I have to go”
Waves to soften “I have to go”
Demonstrates looking at screen
Gestures with an arm to invite
partner to look at screen
Spins then looks at screen

the puppeteers attempted to communicate the intent by pointing
at the AC, gently poking the partner, or by using gaze to look at
the AC to indicate with precision that the AC wants to participate.
The third goal explored how a sidekick could soften a message.
While nonverbal behavior allows people to set the tone of a verbal
message, monotonic AAC device speech can make this challenging.
Puppeteers explored adding emotion to a message through slow
motion, head tilts, and nodding. To soften the message even more,
puppeteers used signals of empathy, like sending a kiss or patting
the partner’s back. Expressing emotion allowed clearer communication of intention. Being able to soften a verbal message is primarily
concerned with precision—the motion is intended to communicate
the AC’s intention more accurately. Timing was connected to the
level of precision—varying when and at what rate motions are presented could alter the perceived level of “softness” or “harshness.”
The last explored goal intended to invite a communication
partner to look at the AAC device’s screen. Similarly to other
goals, puppeteers achieved this in two steps: catching the partner’s
attention and then making a gesture towards the screen. Diferent
motions successfully captured the partner’s attention, like spinning
the sidekick or making it appear from behind the screen. Once the
sidekick had the partner’s attention, it could indicate for them to
come and look at the screen. This was achieved by pointing the
sidekick towards the screen, using gaze, or using the sidekick’s
head to point. Achieving precision was challenging for this goal, as
it did not necessarily accompany a verbal message by the AC, but
rather communicated its own message.
We shared videos of the puppeteers’ improvised behaviors with
our two AC participants after the workshop. Only Matt provided additional input. Behaviors that were “straightforward,” as described
by Matt, were positively rated such as the Tapper, Attention Sign,
Inviting Arm, and It’s Time. Other behaviors were labeled “too distracting,” like the Dancer, and were therefore disliked.
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WORKSHOP ACCESSIBILITY REFLECTIONS

As an additional contribution, we report on the successes and challenges of our fve access commitments (Section 3.2).
Our frst commitment aimed to minimize participant fatigue
by planning breaks between activities and allowing asynchronous
discussion post-workshop. This had both positive efects and challenges. Breaks were used and appreciated by all. Despite our attempts, there was less engagement post-workshop, with only Matt
responding with feedback about puppeteer-generated behaviors.
Matt uses his computer every day for work which was not the case
for Tammy. We recommend future work to acknowledge diferences
in computer usage, and to tailor post-activity follow-up strategies
for each participant’s usage context.
The second commitment was to send question prompts that
will be used in the workshop in advance. Both AC participants
shared stories that were pre-recorded on their device, suggesting
they made use of the prompts that were sent in advance.
Our third commitment allowed time to establish preferred
modes of communication. We found that asking participants to
share communication preferences and strategies at the beginning
of the workshop prevented possible misunderstandings. Matt’s
mom explained that Matt uses blinks to communicate “yes”, “no”
and “I don’t know.” Matt’s team then used these cues when working
on the prototype. Matt’s mom also explained that Matt gives 1-2
word answers and asks others to elaborate on his behalf. Matt used
this strategy in the workshop to ask his mother to elaborate for him.
Similarly, knowing that Tammy puts her head down to indicate
that she wants to type, as her father explained, helped a puppeteer
unfamiliar with AAC realize that Tammy was busy typing and that
she should wait before asking her next question.
Our fourth commitment was to allow everyone enough time
to communicate during the workshop. We took turns in an established order, which supported ACs and gave them more time to
communicate. For each activity, all participants took at least one
turn. One strategy that emerged was to frst ask Matt and Tammy
the question, but then let other participants take their turns as Matt
and Tammy prepared an answer. This encouraged longer responses
from AC participants. Another emergent strategy was for each team
to confrm all design decisions with the ACs. Matt’s team asked
Matt a series of questions for feedback. For instance, after Matt said
“I want to use what we were talking about," the team asked follow
up questions and, with Matt’s blinking to answer yes or no, narrowed the topic down to fnd out what Matt meant. Tammy created
a sketch while her team consulted with her on key decisions.
Our ffth commitment was to make all materials easy to reference and access. Labelling visual materials with numbers and
annotating discussions on a board enabled ACs to use verbal shortcuts to refer to specifc concepts. For example, Matt used a number
to indicate his chosen metaphor instead of having to type out the
metaphor name. To support physical access, we used adjustableheight tables that allowed ACs to get close to prototyping materials.
However, we lacked other useful adaptive tools (e.g., head-mounted
tools) which may have eased prototyping. We recommend labelling
all visual materials and asking participants about desired access
tools in the process of designing a workshop.

6

DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

We have identifed opportunities in which socially assistive robots
could augment AAC-based communication using motion. Robotic
sidekicks are not the only solution, but provide an interface to explore motion-based nonverbal communication, which is missing
from current speech-based AAC technology. In this section, we
refect on how social robots’ motions could improve precision, timing, and attention in communication, and identify further research
questions that can guide the design of functional robotic sidekicks.

6.1

Precision through Embodied Motion

The sidekick’s motions should be immediately recognizable and
interpretable so that people who may not be familiar with AAC or
an AC’s communication style can still understand the message [8].
Most behaviors produced by puppeteers in our workshop leveraged
common, established nonverbal gestures to convey a particular
concept. These included gaze and eye motion, head orientation,
pointing, and iconic gestures such as looking at a watch to communicate “time.” Leveraging such “universal symbols” was helpful
for quick communication that can speak to a range of audiences,
as puppeteers explained when they refected on common gestures.
That said, gestures are likely to be culture-specifc, and would need
to be re-examined depending on the user and audience. Precision
through embodied motion is only one approach; other modalities,
such as expressive voices [15], may add further precision.
We learned that specifc aesthetics can also support conveying a
precise message. Tammy’s team created an anthropomorphic sidekick with highly visible facial features that could express familiar
facial expressions. Matt’s sidekick, shaped as a sign, suggested a
strong and direct presence, though it also used its aesthetics to
convey friendliness. Future work could examine visual aesthetics of
sidekicks and AAC technology as an additional modality for increasing the precision of a message. The fnal designs may have been
shaped by the materials available at the workshop as well as personal preferences, so additional explorations with other materials
and AC participants could reveal additional sidekick forms.

6.2

Timing of Sidekick Behaviors

The timing of our proposed sidekick behaviors showed both consistency and fexibility. Behaviors followed a consistent two-stage
sequence, starting with a motion to call for attention, and then
taking some communicative action. However, behavior timing was
also fexible depending on the context of the interaction. Some
behaviors occurred before the AC verbally communicated, in order
to fll a silence gap or to ask the partner to view the AC’s screen.
Other behaviors overlapped with AC speech, as when the nonverbal
behavior was intended to soften a message or increase a message’s
precision. Finally, some behaviors occurred at short intervals in
communication, for example to let the group know that an AC is
ready to speak. Identifying the right time to perform a behavior
requires awareness of context and conversational dynamics.
In our workshop, we sidestepped this timing issue by implicitly
assuming the sidekick would be activated at the right time. However,
leaving the AC to activate a sidekick’s behaviors at the right time is
likely to increase their cognitive and physical burden. On the other
hand, having a sidekick autonomously recognize interaction context

to activate its own behaviors is itself a major research challenge.
Future work could examine tradeofs between user-activated and
autonomously activated sidekick behaviors.

6.3

Modalities for Gaining Attention

Throughout the workshop, it became clear that one of the most
important abilities for a sidekick is to gain attention from conversation partners. This was evident not only in the behaviors explored,
but also in the physical prototypes created by the co-design teams.
Both teams used embodied properties to gain attention in their prototypes: Tammy’s team used eyes, a feature that is known to draw
attention, and Matt’s team used components with high visibility—
glittery pink paper and furry fabric. Puppeteers also varied motion
speed and gesture size to call for more or less attention as needed,
an approach similar to prior work [1].
Matt’s current use of his wheelchair light to signify his desire
to speak highlights an opportunity for sidekicks to gain attention through more ambient, non-anthropomorphic modalities. This
might be especially useful in situations where anthropomorphic motions are inappropriate or impractical. Future work may investigate
the benefts of diferent attention-getting modalities for expressive
sidekicks in challenging contexts, like noisy environments.

6.4

Building Motion-Expressive Sidekicks

Translating the designs from this workshop into fully functional
robots will require additional work and design. For example, the
sidekick should have accessible controls (e.g., eye gaze, infrared
remote control, or switches) so an AC can trigger diferent behaviors. It is important that these interfaces do not impose additional
burden on ACs. Future work could explore what type of control
is most desirable to ACs, potentially extending control to include
the partners (as with groupware [16]) or robot autonomy (as with
shared autonomy[26]). If the sidekick has any amount of autonomy,
it will need to use techniques from sensing and automation to select
context-aware behaviors. This is still an open research challenge
in social HRI. The sidekick might also use machine learning to
personalize its behavior to a single individual over time.

7

CONCLUSION

Our fndings ofer design opportunities to enhance augmented
communicators’ (ACs’) face-to-face conversations by using socially
assistive robots as a form of motion-based AAC. In a co-design workshop with ACs, their close conversation partners and puppeteers,
we explored the metaphor of a “sidekick”—a physical device that
supports ACs in conversation through movement. We provide evidence of the usefulness of motion to bring attention to ACs, convey
precise messages, and enable ACs to participate in conversation
at the right time. We present key needs that sidekicks could successfully address, as well as accessible co-design commitments that
amplify ACs’ participation in co-design.
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